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The Primate Thalamus Is a Key Target for Brain Dopamine
Miguel Ángel Sánchez-González, Miguel Ángel Garcı́a-Cabezas, Beatriz Rico, and Carmen Cavada
Departamento de Anatomı́a, Histologı́a y Neurociencia, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28029 Madrid, Spain

The thalamus relays information to the cerebral cortex from subcortical centers or other cortices; in addition, it projects to the striatum
and amygdala. The thalamic relay function is subject to modulation, so the flow of information to the target regions may change
depending on behavioral demands. Modulation of thalamic relay by dopamine is not currently acknowledged, perhaps because dopamine innervation is reportedly scant in the rodent thalamus. We show that dopaminergic axons profusely target the human and macaque
monkey thalamus using immunolabeling with three markers of the dopaminergic phenotype (tyrosine hydroxylase, dopamine, and the
dopamine transporter). The dopamine innervation is especially prominent in specific association, limbic, and motor thalamic nuclei,
where the densities of dopaminergic axons are as high as or higher than in the cortical area with the densest dopamine innervation. We
also identified the dopaminergic neurons projecting to the macaque thalamus using retrograde tract-tracing combined with immunohistochemistry. The origin of thalamic dopamine is multiple, and thus more complex, than in any other dopaminergic system defined to
date: dopaminergic neurons of the hypothalamus, periaqueductal gray matter, ventral mesencephalon, and the lateral parabrachial
nucleus project bilaterally to the monkey thalamus. We propose a novel dopaminergic system that targets the primate thalamus and is
independent from the previously defined nigrostriatal, mesocortical, and mesolimbic dopaminergic systems. Investigating this “thalamic dopaminergic system” should further our understanding of higher brain functions and conditions such as Parkinson’s disease,
schizophrenia, and drug addiction.
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Introduction
The thalamus transfers sensory information from the periphery
to the cortex through first-order relay nuclei. In addition, it is a
nodal point in corticocortical communication through higherorder relay or association nuclei (Sherman and Guillery, 1996).
These functions are subject to extensive modulation, and thus the
transfer of information through the thalamus depends on the
state of wakefulness of the subject and on attentional or behavioral demands (McCormick, 1992; Sherman and Guillery, 1996;
Steriade et al., 1997; Guillery and Sherman, 2002). In fact, the vast
majority of synapses in the thalamus are from modulatory afferents. The other main targets of thalamic efferents are the striatum, the nucleus accumbens, and the amygdala (Steriade et al.,
1997).
Dopamine is an important transmitter molecule in the brain.
By modulating neuronal excitability and synaptic plasticity
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(Nicola et al., 2000; Bissiere et al., 2003), dopamine is essential for
motor control (Agid, 1991), working memory (Brozoski et al.,
1979), sensorimotor learning (Aosaki et al., 1994), and rewardrelated learning and motivation (Schultz, 2002). These functions
depend on the dopamine innervation of the striatum, cerebral
cortex, nucleus accumbens, and amygdala. This innervation originates in dopaminergic neurons of the ventral mesencephalon
and makes up the nigrostriatal, mesocortical, and mesolimbic
dopaminergic systems (Lewis and Sesack, 1997).
The presence of dopamine in the thalamus of primates was
reported a long time ago using biochemical tools (Brown et al.,
1979; Goldman-Rakic and Brown, 1981). More recently, axons
that were immunoreactive (ir) for the dopamine transporter
(DAT) have been reported in the monkey mediodorsal thalamic
nucleus (MD) (Melchitzky and Lewis, 2001). Despite these reports, the notion of a significant and widespread dopamine innervation of the primate thalamus is not currently recognized
(Sherman and Guillery, 1996, 2004; Steriade et al., 1997), probably because the dopamine innervation of the rodent thalamus is
reportedly scant (Groenewegen, 1988; Papadopoulos and Parnavelas, 1990). However, thalamic abnormalities related to dopamine and its receptors have been found in the thalamus of schizophrenic patients (Oke and Adams, 1987; Talvik et al., 2003;
Yasuno et al., 2004), and thalamic alterations exist in Parkinson’s
disease (Rub et al., 2002), a disorder in which dopamine plays a
major role.
The present study examines the presence of dopamine in the
thalamus of adult human and macaque monkey brains using
antibodies against tyrosine hydroxylase (TH; one of the enzymes
in the dopamine synthesis pathway), dopamine, and DAT. In
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addition, we have traced the origin of the thalamic dopaminergic
axons in the brain of macaque monkeys using retrograde tracttracing combined with immunohistochemistry.

Materials and Methods
Two human brains were used in this study. They were obtained from two
male patients aged 58 and 67 years with no clinical history of any neurological or psychiatric disorder. Brains were removed in routine necropsies performed by the Pathology Department of the Hospital Universitario La Paz of Madrid, in accordance with Spanish law on clinical
necropsies [Boletı́n Oficial del Estado (BOE) of June 27, 1980 and BOE of
September 11, 1982] and with the approval of the Ethics Committee on
Clinical Research of the hospital. Postmortem delays were 2 h 45 min and
3 h 30 min. After removal, the brains were fixed by vascular perfusion
through both internal carotid arteries and the basilar artery with 3 L of a
saline solution at room temperature, followed by 10 L of 4% neutral
paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (PB; 0.1 M, pH 7.4) at 4°C. The
intravascular perfusion provides better fixation and preservation of antigenicity than the traditional immersion method alone. The brains were
blocked on the stereotaxic coronal plane following the Talairach and
Tournoux criteria (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). These brain blocks,
1-cm-thick, were postfixed subsequently in 4% paraformaldehyde for
24 – 48 h and then cryoprotected in 30% phosphate-buffered sucrose.
Eleven adult macaque monkeys (Macaca nemestrina and Macaca mulatta), weighing 4.5– 8.5 kg, were used. The data shown come from seven
monkeys that gave optimal results. Appropriate measures were taken to
minimize animal pain or discomfort, in accordance with European and
Spanish guidelines (86/609/EEC and 2003/65/EC European Council Directives; and BOE of March 18, 1988). The monkey experiments were
approved by the Bioethics Committee of the Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid.
Seven monkeys, used for immunolabeling of dopaminergic axons in
the thalamus, were experimentally naive when perfused. Four monkeys
were used to elucidate the origin of thalamic dopamine. We stereotaxically injected the retrograde tracer cholera toxin b-subunit conjugated to
colloidal gold (CTb-Au; List Biologicals, Campbell, CA) in the following
thalamic regions: the midline nuclei (case M40; 10 l), ventral anterior
nucleus (VA; case M39; 5 l), MD (case M35; 10 l), and lateral posterior
(LP) and ventral lateral (VL) nuclei (case M41; 6 l) (see Fig. 3A–D⬘, M ).
These nuclei were selected for tract-tracing, because they hold high densities of axons immunoreactive for dopamine markers in the monkey and
human thalamus. After a 2 week survival time, these monkeys were
perfused.
All animals but one (see below) were anesthetized deeply with sodium
pentobarbital and perfused through the ascending aorta with saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PB and a series of PB sucrose solutions
(5–20%). The brains were stereotaxically blocked on the coronal plane,
removed, and cryoprotected in a 30% sucrose-buffered solution. The
monkey used for dopamine immunohistochemistry was perfused with
1% sodium metabisulfite (MBS; S1516; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in cacodylate buffer (0.05 M, pH 6) followed by the fixative: 1% MBS and 5%
glutaraldehyde diluted in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4. After blocking,
this brain was immersed in the same fixative for 2 h with gentle agitation
at room temperature, and the blocks were then cryoprotected as above.
The brain blocks from the human and monkey brains were cut on a
freezing microtome in coronal sections of 40 m (monkey) and 50 m
(human) thickness. Adjacent series of sections were processed to reveal
the cytoarchitecture, myeloarchitecture, and chemoarchitecture of the
thalamus using cresyl violet staining, silver myelin staining (Gallyas,
1979), and acetylcholinesterase histochemistry, respectively. The acetylcholinesterase activity, which is particularly useful for identifying the
thalamic nuclei, was revealed using the protocol described by Cavada et
al. (1995).
Immunohistochemical and tracer development procedures. The immunohistochemical detection of dopamine was performed only in monkey
tissue, because dopamine is rapidly degraded and can only be preserved
with in vivo intravascular perfusion using glutaraldehyde containing sodium metabisulfite. The immunohistochemical detection of DAT was
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performed using a modified antigen retrieval protocol (Ciliax et al.,
1999) consisting of microwave heating of the tissue in sodium citrate
buffer, pH 6, for 15–20 min before primary antibody incubation. This
processing greatly enhances the immunoreaction and was critical for
revealing DAT in human tissue.
The following primary antibodies were used: mouse monoclonal
anti-TH (MAB318; 1:200 –1:400; Chemicon, Temecula, CA), rat polyclonal anti-dopamine (NT 104; 1:200 –1:250; Eugene Tech, Ridgefield
Park, NJ), and rat monoclonal anti-DAT (MAB369; 1:1000; Chemicon).
The secondary antibodies used and development were as follows: (1) in
the TH experiments, rabbit anti-mouse secondary antibody (AB240;
1:30; Chemicon) was used, followed by incubation in mouse peroxidase–
antiperoxidase (PAP) (PAP14; 1:600; Chemicon), development, and intensification (see below); (2) in the dopamine experiments, rabbit antirat secondary antibody (R3756; 1:200; Sigma) was used, followed by
incubation in rat PAP (PAP20; 1:500; Chemicon), development, and
intensification (see below); (3) in the DAT experiments, biotinylated
rabbit anti-rat secondary antibody (AP164B; 1:400; Chemicon) was used,
followed by incubation in avidin– biotin peroxidase complex (ABC Elite;
Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and development (see below).
In human tissue, both TH and DAT were revealed using the sensitive
glucose oxidase– diaminobenzidine (DAB)–nickel method (Shu et al.,
1988). Two procedures were used to reveal peroxidase activity in the
monkey TH and dopamine immunohistochemical experiments: a standard DAB protocol (0.05% DAB and 0.0015% H2O2) and the glucose
oxidase–DAB–nickel method. Most sections developed with the standard DAB protocol were mounted and then intensified using a silver–
gold protocol as described previously (Rico and Cavada, 1998). Some
sections were processed following a double-bridging procedure by returning them to the secondary antiserum solution for 1 h after the incubation in PAP and then again to the PAP complex for 90 min. After this,
the sections were developed, mounted, and intensified by immersion in
aqueous solutions of 0.005% osmium tetroxide and 0.05% thiocarbohydrazide (Alonso and Amaral, 1995). DAT was revealed in monkey tissue
using a standard DAB protocol (0.05% DAB and 0.003% H2O2).
For the detection of the dopaminergic neurons projecting to the thalamus, double-labeling experiments for CTb-Au/TH, CTb-Au/DAT, and
CTb-Au/dopamine-␤-hydroxylase (D␤H) were performed in the monkeys that had received stereotaxic injections of CTb-Au. For the development of CTb-Au, we used a silver enhancement protocol (IntenSE BL
silver enhancement kit; RPN492; Amersham Biosciences, Little Chalfont,
Buckinhamshire, UK), followed by standard immunohistochemical detection of TH (MAB5280; 1:500; Chemicon), DAT (MAB369; 1:1000;
Chemicon), or D␤H (CA-301; 1:1000; Protos Biotech Corporation, New
York, NY). CTb-Au/D␤H double-labeling was performed in sections
from the caudal mesencephalon and pons to distinguish between the
noradrenergic and the dopaminergic neurons that projected to the thalamus. Both neuronal phenotypes are only present together in the caudal
mesencephalon and pons in the same sections. At more rostral brain
levels, only dopaminergic cell groups are present, and thus only CTbAu/TH and CTb-Au/DAT were used through the mesencephalon, diencephalon, and telencephalon to reveal the dopaminergic neurons that
project to the thalamus (see Table 1 for classification of dopaminergic cell
groups).
Control experiments in which the primary antibodies were suppressed
from the protocol were run in all immunohistochemical experiments.
All sections were dehydrated in a series of ethanol at increasing concentrations, defatted in xylene, and coverslipped.
Data analysis. The TH-, dopamine-, and DAT-ir axons of selected
sections containing the thalamus were drawn using a computerized analysis system (Neurolucida; MicroBrightField, Colchester, VT) attached to
a Zeiss (Oberkochen, Germany) Axioskop microscope. These drawings
were made on the computer screen using the 40⫻ objective. The CTb-Au
injection sites and the CTb-Au/TH and CTb-Au/D␤H double-labeled
neurons were drawn with Neurolucida in 1/10 sections using the 10⫻
and 4⫻ objectives for the injections and the 20⫻ objective for the
double-labeled neurons.
The numbers of CTb-Au/TH double-labeled neurons were counted.
The CTb-Au/TH double-labeled neurons were chosen for counting, be-
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Figure 1. Dopaminergic axons profusely target the monkey and human thalamus. A–C, Axons immunoreactive for TH (A) and dopamine (B) are densely concentrated in the midline thalamic
region of the monkey (midline indicated by arrows), where DAT-ir axons (C) are less abundant. D–N, Axons immunoreactive for TH (D), dopamine (E), and DAT (F–L) are abundant in the MD, LP, and
VL nuclei of the monkey and human thalamus. Note that the density of the DAT-ir axons in the MD, LP, or VL nuclei of the monkey (F–H ) and human (I–L) thalamus is similar to or even higher than
that found in Brodmann’s area 4 (BA 4) of the monkey (M ) and human (N ) cortex. Scale bars, 200 m. DA, Dopamine; VLc, ventral lateral nucleus, caudal part; VLp, ventral lateral nucleus, posterior
part.
cause TH reveals all dopaminergic neurons, including those that do not
express DAT (see Table 1). By identifying the CTb-Au/D␤H doublelabeled neurons at the transition between the mesencephalon and pons,
it was possible to exclude the noradrenergic cell groups from the counts.
At more rostral levels, including ventral mesencephalon, periaqueductal
gray matter (PAG), and hypothalamus, TH reveals only dopaminergic
neurons (Hökfelt et al., 1984).
Thalamic nomenclature. Names for the human thalamic nuclei followed the nomenclature by Hirai and Jones (1989); for the monkey
thalamic nuclei, we used Olszewski’s nomenclature (Olszewski, 1952)
with some modifications (Cavada et al., 1995; Rico and Cavada, 1998).

Results
Dopaminergic axons profusely target the human and
monkey thalamus
TH-ir axons were widely distributed in the human and monkey
thalamus, showing their highest densities in midline nuclei (Fig.
1 A, D). TH immunoreaction, often used as a phenotypic marker
for dopamine, may additionally reveal catecholamines other than
dopamine (e.g., noradrenaline and adrenaline), because this synthetic enzyme is common to all catecholamines. This is why we

additionally performed immunohistochemistry for dopamine in
sections of the macaque monkey thalamus. The highest
dopamine-ir axon density was observed in the midline limbic
nuclei (Fig. 1 B), followed by MD (Fig. 1 E) and LP association
nuclei and the VL motor nucleus. The lowest dopamine-ir axon
density was in the intralaminar and the primary sensory relay
nuclei.
To further confirm and characterize the dopamine input to
the primate thalamus, we performed immunohistochemistry for
DAT in adult human and macaque monkey brains. DAT reuptakes dopamine into the dopaminergic neuron and is a specific
marker for the dopaminergic phenotype (Ciliax et al., 1999). The
highly sensitive method used revealed a dense and widespread
meshwork of DAT-ir axons that is distributed heterogeneously
between and within the nuclei in both the human and monkey
thalamus (Figs. 1 F–L, 2). All the thalamic nuclei exhibit DAT-ir
axons; the highest densities are found in the MD and LP association nuclei and the VL motor nucleus (Fig. 2). In the human
thalamus, the VA motor nucleus also exhibits dense DAT-ir plex-
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nonmidline thalamic nuclei would explain the differences in DAT-ir axonal
density in the distinct thalamic regions.
Multiple origin of thalamic dopamine
Unlike the dopaminergic systems identified to date (e.g., nigrostriatal, mesocortical, mesolimbic), the origin of the dopamine innervation in the primate thalamus
is markedly diverse: all tracer injections in
the macaque thalamus produced bilateral
retrograde labeling in a wide range of dopaminergic neuronal populations (Table
1, classification of dopaminergic groups).
These included dopaminergic cell groups
in the hypothalamus (A13–A15), PAG
(A11), and ventral mesencephalon (A8 –
A10), in addition to a group of putatively
dopaminergic neurons in the lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPbN). CTb-Au/TH
double-labeled neurons were identified in
all these dopaminergic cell groups (Figs.
3I–M, 4). The injection in the midline
thalamus produced the highest number of
CTb-Au/TH double-labeled neurons (Fig.
3M ), consistent with the higher TH-ir and
dopamine-ir axon densities found in the
midline. Likewise, the injection in VA, a
nucleus with low TH-ir, dopamine-ir, and
DAT-ir axonal densities in the monkey,
produced the lowest number of CTbAu/TH double-labeled neurons (Fig.
Figure 2. The DAT-ir axons have a widespread and uneven distribution in the macaque monkey thalamus. DAT-ir axons are 3M ). Moreover, CTb-Au/DAT doublepresent in every thalamic nuclei, reaching highest densities in MD, LP, and VLc. Compare the density of DAT-ir axons in these labeled neurons were observed in dopamithalamic nuclei with the density in Brodmann’s area 4 (BA 4) in the same section (both shown at the same magnification). Insets nergic groups whose neurons express
a and b show the cortical and thalamic regions framed on the squares at higher magnification, so that the lines from individual DAT, including A8, A10, and A11 (Fig.
axon profiles are better visualized. Scale bars: drawings of the full hemithalamus and the cortical column, 2 mm; insets a and b, 500 3E–H ).
m. Cim, Central nucleus, intermediate part; CL, central lateral nucleus; CnMd, centromedian nucleus; Csl, central nucleus,
The dopaminergic populations prosuperior lateral part; LD, lateral dorsal nucleus; Lme, external medullary lamina; Pf, parafascicular nucleus; Pt, paratenial nucleus;
jected into the four injected thalamic rePul O, oral pulvinar nucleus; Pv, paraventricular nucleus; R, reticular nucleus; Re, nucleus reuniens; Sm, stria medullaris; Thi,
gions with different intensities, and differhabenulo-interpeduncular tract; VLc, ventral lateral nucleus, caudal part; VLps, ventral lateral nucleus, pars postrema; VPI, ventral
ences were especially apparent between
posterior inferior nucleus; VPMpc, ventral posterior medial nucleus, parvocellular part.
the midline and nonmidline nuclei (Figs.
3M, 4). The A13 dopaminergic group and
uses. The lowest densities are present in the primary sensory relay
the LPbN project intensely to the midline thalamus and have
nuclei [dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (GLd), visual; medial
weaker projections to VA, MD, LP, and VL. Group A11 projects
geniculate nucleus, parvocellular part (GMpc), auditory; ventral
to all the injected regions, although the projection to MD was the
posterior lateral nucleus, caudal part (VPLc), somatosensory]
strongest. Groups A10 and A8 project nearly equally throughout
(Fig. 2). It is remarkable that, in both macaque and human,
the examined thalamic nuclei. CTb-Au/TH neurons were infreDAT-ir axon density in certain regions of MD, LP, and VL is as
quent in the substantia nigra compacta [group A9, dorsal tier
high as or higher than in the primary motor cortex, the cortical
(A9d) and ventral tier (A9v)] (Fig. 3M ), except after the injection
area with the densest dopamine innervation (Lewis et al., 2001)
in LP and VL, from which the tracer spread minimally to the body
(Figs. 1, 2).
of the caudate nucleus, and a group of labeled neurons was
In contrast to the high density of TH- and dopamine-ir axons
present in A9d and A9v. The absence of labeling in A9v (origin of
in the midline thalamic nuclei, DAT-ir axon density is only methe nigrostriatal system) in all the other cases implies that, at least
dium here, although there are some very dense patches (Figs.
in the thalamic regions we have explored, the thalamic dopami1 A–C, 2). This discrepancy could be the result of a heterogeneous
nergic system is independent of the nigrostriatal system.
DAT content in the thalamic dopaminergic axons. Indeed, dopaIt is of note that the DAT content of the dopaminergic popuminergic neurons express heterogeneous DAT levels (e.g., high
lations projecting to the thalamus is heterogeneous. Dopaminerlevels in the substantia nigra vs undetectable levels in the hypogic group A13 and the LPbN, which project heavily to the midline
thalamus) in all species reported to date, including humans and
thalamus, are virtually devoid of DAT (Table 1) (Ciliax et al.,
macaque monkeys (Table 1) (Cerruti et al., 1993; Ciliax et al.,
1999). This explains the lower density of DAT-ir axons in the
1995, 1999; Haber et al., 1995). A different DAT expression
midline thalamic nuclei relative to TH-ir or dopamine-ir axons
among the dopaminergic neurons projecting to the midline and
(Figs. 1 A–C, 2). In contrast, the dopaminergic neurons of groups
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A8 –A11 exhibit variable amounts of DAT
(Table 1) (Haber et al., 1995; Ciliax et al.,
1999) and have a larger relative weight in
the dopamine innervation of the thalamic
nuclei with prominent densities of DAT-ir
axons (MD, LP, and VL) (Figs. 3M, 4).

Discussion
This study provides the first demonstration of widespread and profuse innervation of the primate thalamus by dopamine. We show that the dopamine
innervation of the human and macaque
thalamus has a complex organization in
terms of distribution, density, DAT con- Table 1. Dopaminergic neuronal groups in the primate brain with their anatomical location and DAT content [excluding A16
tent, and origin. The most densely inner- (olfactory bulb) and A17 (retina)]. The color code is the same one used in Figures 3 and 4. The classification in the left column
vated thalamic regions are the limbic mid- follows the classic scheme proposed by Dahlström and Fuxe (1964) for the rat. The second column from the left lists the most
line nuclei, the higher-order MD and LP, relevant references demonstrating the dopaminergic phenotype of the various groups. The information in the two rightmost
and the motor VL nucleus. In the midline columns is based on our own observations of the distribution of TH-ir and DAT-ir neuronal bodies in the macaque monkey and
nuclei, dopaminergic axons that do not human brains and on data by Ciliax et al. (1999) on the human brain. The demonstration of DAT-ir neurons in A11 has not been
express DAT are more prevalent than reported previously and is based on our own unpublished observations. The asterisks denote that groups A8 –A11 all contain
those that express DAT. The latter are DAT-positive as well as DAT-negative dopaminergic neurons. The dopaminergic phenotype of the TH-ir neurons in LPbN is not
more prevalent in nonmidline thalamic firmly established; this is why we refer to this group as putatively dopaminergic. From the present immunostaining experiments
against TH and D␤H in sections of the mesencephalon and pons, we know that, in contrast to the nearby locus ceruleus neurons,
nuclei. The dopamine innervation of the
the TH-ir LPbN neurons do not express D␤H and thus they are not noradrenergic.
primate thalamus originates bilaterally in
multiple dopaminergic neuronal populanohistochemistry in the monkey MD nucleus (Melchitzky and
tions of the hypothalamus, PAG, ventral mesencephalon, and the
Lewis, 2001) and by in vivo binding of radioligands in the human
putatively dopaminergic neurons of the LPbN. The multiple orthalamus (Wang et al., 1995). It is interesting that the thalamus
igin of thalamic dopamine contrasts with that of the established
has been shown to hold higher concentrations of dopamine and
nigrostriatal, mesocortical, and mesolimbic dopaminergic sysmore intense DAT binding than the cerebral cortex (Brown et al.,
tems, the neurons of origin of which are restricted to the mesen1979; Goldman-Rakic and Brown, 1981; Wang et al., 1995), obcephalon (Lewis and Sesack, 1997).
servations that fit with the present data of similar or higher denThe present report of prominent dopamine innervation in the
sities of dopaminergic axons in some thalamic territories than in
primate thalamus is based on the following two lines of evidence:
cortical area 4 (Fig. 2). Moreover, D2-like dopamine receptor
(1) immunodetection in the thalamus of three dopamine markbinding
sites have been shown in the human thalamus using in
ers (TH, dopamine, and DAT, a specific marker of the dopamivivo
radioligands,
with a distribution that resembles that of the
nergic phenotype) and (2) identification of dopaminergic neudopamine innervation described here (Rieck et al., 2004). Finally,
rons projecting into the thalamus by retrograde tract-tracing
dopamine and D1-like and D2-like dopamine receptor agonists
combined with immunohistochemistry. The distributions and
modulate visual responses of the cat dorsal lateral geniculate tharelative densities of labeled fibers in the thalamus obtained with
lamic nucleus (Zhao et al., 2001, 2002).
the three antibodies were similar overall. A mismatch was present
An elevated dopamine content has been reported in the thalin the midline, where DAT-ir axons were less dense than TH-ir
amus of schizophrenic patients (Oke and Adams, 1987), and in
and dopamine-ir axons (Fig. 1 A–C). This seeming discrepancy is
vivo binding has demonstrated low levels of D2/D3-like dopamine
explained by the fact that the majority of dopaminergic afferents
receptors in the thalamus of nonmedicated schizophrenics (Talto the midline originate in DAT-negative dopaminergic groups
vik et al., 2003; Yasuno et al., 2004). Moreover, reduced thalamic
of the hypothalamus and the putatively dopaminergic neurons of
volume (Andreasen et al., 1994; Buchsbaum et al., 1996) and
LPbN (Figs. 3M, 4).
activity (Buchsbaum et al., 1996), as well as specific activation of
The larger extent of the dopamine innervation in the primate
the thalamus during hallucinations (Silbersweig et al., 1995),
thalamus compared with that in the rodent (Groenewegen, 1988;
have been reported in schizophrenic patients. Despite these rePapadopoulos and Parnavelas, 1990) appears to be an evolutionports, the notion of a thalamic dopaminergic alteration in schizoary trend that also occurs with the dopamine innervation of the
phrenia has not gained much attention, probably because the
cerebral cortex (Berger et al., 1991). The increase in dopaminoexistence of significant dopamine innervation in the human thalceptive areas in the thalamus and cortex could be related to the
amus was unsuspected. The dopamine innervation of the thalaspecific higher brain capabilities of primates. In fact, three of the
mus that we demonstrate is especially dense in thalamic regions
most densely dopamine-innervated thalamic nuclei (midline,
strongly connected with the cortical areas most profoundly afMD, LP) are specifically connected with higher association fronfected in schizophrenia (prefrontal and limbic cortices, respectal and parietal cortical regions.
tively connected with MD and midline thalamic nuclei).
Although widespread dopamine innervation in the primate
Regarding DAT expression, two broad “dopaminergic dothalamus has never been reported previously, our findings conmains” can be identified in the thalamus: a midline domain, poor
cur with diverse data in the literature. The presence of dopamine
in DAT, with its dopamine axons preferentially originating in
in the thalamus was reported in human and monkey brains using
hypothalamic groups (especially A13) and the LPbN; and a nonbiochemical tools (Brown et al., 1979; Goldman-Rakic and
midline domain, richer in DAT, the neurons of origin of which
Brown, 1981). More recently, DAT has been detected by immu-
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Figure 3. The dopamine innervation of the macaque thalamus originates in multiple dopaminergic populations. A–Dⴕ, CTb-Au injection sites in the thalamus (A–D) and schematic representations of the targeted thalamic nuclei drawn over adjacent sections processed for acetylcholinesterase (Aⴕ–Dⴕ). The injected thalamic regions are the midline nuclei (A, Aⴕ), VAmc (B, Bⴕ), MD (C,
Cⴕ) and LP, VLps, and VLc (VLc in a level more rostral to that shown) (D, Dⴕ). E–L, CTb-Au/DAT (E–H ) and CTb-Au/TH (I–L ) double-labeled neurons (indicated by arrowheads) in some dopaminergic
groups. Black dots in E–L denote CTb-Au; the diffuse brown staining is the reaction product of the DAT or TH immunoreaction. M, Table showing the percentages of CTb-Au/TH double-labeled
neurons in each dopaminergic group for each injection, as well as the total number of double-labeled neurons in 1/10 of the sections (color coding is the same as in Table 1 and Fig. 4). Scale bars: (in
A) A–Dⴕ, 3 mm; (in L) E–L, 50 m. AM, Anteromedial nucleus; AV, anteroventral nucleus; Cd, caudate nucleus; Cdc, central nucleus, densocellular part; Cim, central nucleus, intermediate part; CL,
central lateral nucleus; Clc, central nucleus, latocellular part; CnMd, centromedian nucleus; Cs, central nucleus, superior part; Csl, central nucleus, superior lateral part; LD, lateral dorsal nucleus; Pt,
paratenial nucleus; PulO, oral pulvinar nucleus; Pv, paraventricular nucleus; R, reticular nucleus; Tmt, mammillothalamic tract; VAmc, ventral anterior nucleus, magnocellular part; VAvm, ventral
anterior nucleus, ventromedial part; VLc, ventral lateral nucleus, caudal part; VLps, ventral lateral nucleus, pars postrema; VPI, ventral posterior inferior nucleus; VPM, ventral posterior medial
nucleus; VPMpc, ventral posterior medial nucleus, parvocellular part; AD, anterodorsal nucleus; H, habenular nuclei; Pf, parafascicular nucleus; Pvc, paraventricular nucleus, caudal part.

preferentially lie in the A8 –A11 dopaminergic groups. Because
DAT controls the time that dopamine remains in the extracellular
space and the distance it reaches from its point of release (Cragg
and Rice, 2004), dopamine signaling must be more spatially and

temporally restricted in the nonmidline domain than in the midline domain. Moreover, the heterogeneity of DAT content in the
primate thalamus could mean that the different thalamic dopaminergic circuits would respond differently to neurodegenera-
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unravel its functional significance under normal and pathological conditions such as schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, and
drug addiction.
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